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Thinking skills worksheets for grade 1 pdf sheets free printables

It is a great idea to encourage students to reflect on gratitude through distance learning. Projects can be made with LEGO, paper or pipe cleaners. Kodable is an award-winning K-5 learn-to-code curriculum taking students from learning to tPage 6Skeleton Trouble is a sample pack of activities for learners. Use this as part of your handover process- helping make sure that we communicate what our students are likenot just what standards they have met. ☀These worksheets are the pages extracted from the giant 80 pages set of HalloweAcorn Sequence Logic Puzzle - Free Download!by Fall themed logic worksheet, designed for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd graders to practice their close reading, critical thinking, and problem solving skills in order to analyze word clues and help sequence the order of the squirrel's falling acorns.I hope you
enjoy this freebie! Check out my TPT shop for more great content!Design A Fuzz! Coloring Page | All Agesby Just print and go! Let your students get creative as they design their own Fuzz! The perfect activity for K-5, use this activity in combination with Kodable's other printable or on it's own! Don't forget to share your student's creations with us by tagging @kodable on social media! Learn MoreKodable provides
easy-to-follow lessons and games for school and home use, no computer science experience required. Your children can pick one (or more!) attribute that they think they’ve developed well, and support their choice with evidence. Coming out of the mouth, you will find a space for students to write what they already know, or can tell you about. Great for gifted students who need and extra challenge and for those who
may not like math, but love puzzles and games! Additionally, it is a great exercise for young students who are beginning to learn how to use their scissors. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Sea Animalsby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank
you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Students/teachers can choose whether to write to retell the story or draw to retell the story. This 4x4 grid is a great way to
begin learning the strategy of solving Sudoku puzzles. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: School Suppliesby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or
possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Using this worksheet will ensure that students are comprehending what they are reading and allow them to retell key details of the story. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram &
facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching Farm Animals (Part 2)by Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and
academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Instructions are included along with an answer key.This 4x4 Easy Sudoku Starter BunFREE Halloween Same and Diﬀerent Worksheetsby ☀ Enjoy the FREE Halloween infused Visual Discrimination practice with this set of Same and Diﬀerent worksheets. In addition, the book ends with a ﬁnal review sectPage 13Visible Thinking
Activities in Arabic 2by Two Visible thinking activities in Arabic:( Connect Extend Challenge) This critical thinking activity could be used to reflect on learning or to check progress of learning. Grayscale and Colored puzzles are included. Led by author and educator Erin Twamley, the resources aim to address this challenge: the STEM movement has left elementary kids behind AND more than half of kids, boys and
girls, are stiMy Safety Sheetby With so many things going on in the world, it's best we do our best, to prepare our children. A tangible approach is adopted, beginning with a discussion about pattern examples in the world. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Furnitureby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game
Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Students are challenged to use character names
and hand drawn images to describe what they see. Every template contains an instructional page with suggest(6 Pack) Puzzle Practice 4 x 4 and 4 x 6by This is a game where students must first cut out all the pieces and then try to fit them all into the 4 x 4 or 4 x 6 grid. Story-based LeaPage 8Inventions Scavenger Huntby This super easy, print and go Invention Scavenger Hunt is a fast and fun way to help your
students become aware of real-world inventions that surround us on a daily basis! Download includes one page PDF with 20 invention scavenger hunt questions and space for answers, to be completed indoors or outdoors. There are tons of classroom resources, back to school ideas, and enrichment ideas for you there, and I would also love for you to join me on facebook! I love teaching, and I love encouraging kids to
be not just learners, but also thinkers! I hope this enrichment critical thinkinMoney Puzzleby Your students are studying money, but you need a fun center activity for them to complete. The puzzles develop gradually from easy to more difficult, so that students can gain the thinking skills needed to solve these puzzles effortlessly.Solutions are of course included! This set of Sudoku worksheets are in black and white, so
printing costs are kept to a minimum, but you can still get a nice little something on every page.File Content >PDF FormatJPG FormatPower point Formats♥♥♥ Follow Me To Be The First To Hear About FREEBIESA STEM Superhero Coloring Pageby A free printable featuring the STEM Superheroes young girl! A great coloring page for fun.Who are STEM Superheroes™?STEM Superheroes is dedicated to sharing the
stories and careers of modern diverse women working in science, technology, engineering or math (STEM) through publications and interactive encounters. The sample includes flashcards which can be used for matching same animal or sorting big and small. Then they write what new learning they got from the lesson or how is their knowledge extended (Extend). This activity is great for developing logic and working
memory in young students. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Cinco de Mayoby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full
range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Box two is provided for students to record what their partner should add. You find they sort of know what a text says but aren't really sure why? What’s included:Lesson One: Apple tree life cycle overview + Thought QuestionLesson Two: Seeds
overview + Thought QuestionLesson Three: Sapling overview + Thought QuestionLesson Four: Fruit and flower overview + Thought QuestionLesson Five: Preparation for fall + Thought QuestionLesson Six: Apple tree in the winter + Thought QuestionLesson Seven: Apple tree in the spring +Easy Thanksgiving Logic Puzzle! - Dinner Table Disasterby This easy logic puzzle will have your students thinking critically!The
premise of the puzzle is to help Rosie figure out who is sitting by who:Rosie’s mom gave her the important job of setting the dinner table. You can take some time each day to teach these strategies to students with this as a chart posted around your room or give them to students who most need them as personal calm cards. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow
Matching: Toysby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please
have your students contact us if needed. Or they seem to guess at details (often incorrectly) based on a vague understanding of what the text is saying? There are 6 sentence prompts to cater to the diffeThe Student Calm Cardby A Great Resource to TryThis card and chart is a visual and written reminder of things that students can do when they are frustrated, overwhelmed or just having a bad day. Find an invention
you wear. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Summer Funby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning
products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Also, be sure to check out the following resources connected to BC's new curriculum:Self assessment / self reflection monkeyby Use this self assessment monkey to have your students reflect on their learning in a unique way - great for younger children at the
end of a unit or a school term. Please let me know what other products I can create for you!Weekly Freebie #141 is a fill-in-the-Blank Winter Story for Grades 1-2. There's certainly more than meets the eye, though! Teach them to dig deep and recognize that what they see can lead them to make inferences about characters and even predictions! THE SKY IS THE100th Day of School Sudoku Puzzlesby Shannon Bryant's
Brain TrainMy students and I are so excited about celebrating the 100th Day of School! These Sudoku puzzles are perfect for use as Social Studies enrichment, at a math center, for morning work, as a bell ringer, for early finishers, etc. Perfect for K-2. I have used it as young as first grade, but also with college students. The safety sheet is an activity sheet to be completed with the kiddos' caregiver or guardian and
allows kiddo to write and memorize important information, just in case! This one and half page sheet, can indeed be a lifesaver for your child(ren)!Creative Fluency Exercises #1by These are great for helping students develop their creative thinking! Providing exercises like building fluency help students build their creative problem-solving skills. If you find this sample interesting be sure to check out the full pack with
a complete set of farm animals and matching pencil control workFree Picture Sudokuby Quick and Easy Critical ThinkingIntroduce your young learners to the world of Sudoku with a smaller grid and pictures. Next, students need to discuss the quote. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonPage 9Shadow Matching: Mexican Foodby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow
Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Head to
www.creativechangeconnect.com to learn more. I appreciate your feedback, thank you!Top Ten Lists-Extensionsby Many teachers use Top Ten Lists for a variety of subject areas and activities in their classrooms. Over time, they will fiThis freebie pack introduces students to the world of Sudoku with fun and easy to learn 4 by 4 grid puzzles arranged in single or double per worksheet. This helps them in making their
first steps of reasoning and finding common points between objects. Box three in writing is great forBlank Raindrop Sight Word Worksheetby This worksheet is blank. Students will learn to recognise simple shape patterns, what makes a pattern and why particular segments do not contain valid patterns. And much more! Will take older students about 10 minutes to complete, as much as 30 minutes for younger
students.I used this simple SFarm Animal Matchingby Included is a free sample of the Farm Animals Pack. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Springby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to
check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Students are also asked to draw a picture to illustrate their story.Designed for Grades 1 & 2; supports common core RF.1.4a, RF.2.4a, W.1.3, W.2.3.This resource is
basedBook Report Templatesby Book Report Templates contains:Story Paper - Area for a large image and an accompanying caption or storyFiction Book Report - with optional second page for older learners and those wanting to be challengedNonfiction Book Report - with optional second page with specific open-ended questions Biography - with optional timeline* of the subject's lifeTimeline can be used as a stand
alone template or as part of other learning projects as well. The five reflections include:-I am proud of this work because...-This work shows that I... It is then due the next Friday. In order to eUnderstanding Sentences: Level 2 Set 1by Have you ever wondered why some students seem to only half understand the texts you ask them to read? Story-based Lea This curriculum goes along with our Circuit Craft Pack which
includes: 20 battery packs 20 white LEDs 10 color changing LEDs Plus extra batteries, copper tape, conductive thread and conductive ink. I hope you like it. This pack includes a 100th day-themed Sudoku for those students who are new to Sudoku, as well as one for students who are ready for more of a challenge! Puzzles like these are terrific for improving critical thinking and deductive reasoning! For the 4x4 picture
puzzlBack to School Sudoku FREEBIE!by Shannon Bryant's Brain TrainI hope you and your students enjoy this FREE critical thinking resource from me! For my complete collection of these holiday puzzles, look for "Sensational Seasonal Sudoku" for older students, and "Simply Sensational Seasonal Sudoku" for primary students. Students choose the correct word for the blank in each sentence to complete the story. It
uses real photos and realistic drawings of farm animals perfect for a Montessori classroom or for use at home. It can be used or easily adapted to serve multiple learning scenarios including whole group, guided teacher groups, or at independent work stations. The last part is for any questions they have at this stage or any concepts they still find challengingCircuit Craftsby Learn about simple circuits, conductivity and
resistance while making open-ended circuit crafts. These logic puzzles will help them grow in their problem solving and inference skills and will challenge them in an exciting, unique way. These items are great for all children but are absolutely necessary for some students. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Fruits & Vegetablesby Lyons Learning
ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if
needed. Often, children quickly finish their lists and report to you "I'm done." The ideas we have created will be the perfect response and keep children engaged. The ideas presented cover reading, language, math, critical thinking, charting, science, creativity, vocabulary, phonics, writing, and comprehension. All ideas have been used in a primary classroom with many English language learners and examples are
actual classroom results. Find an invention made of metal. This freebie integrates the IB learner profile attributes and this vital skill by inviting your children to reflect on which attribute(s) they are building.This resource can be used at the end of a Unit of Inquiry, or at the end of the school year. Students will have fun solving this puzzle and more with the purchase of the full unit! Students solve and find the quote, "A
penny saved is a penny earned," from Ben Franklin. This is a part of a BUNDLE, which includes money activities at a discounted price compared to buying individStudent daily reflectionby This worksheet is designed for the entire school year. The partner checklist is also helpful when building student portfolios and keeping updated records. I have left it in word for you to edit and add your own sight words in. This tool
helps students to show positive emotions and builds rapport with their classmates and family.It is a great strategy to work throughout the school year in their home or with your teacher online.It is designed to be used daily by students.Includes:Three slides about self- reflection.You can find many more strategies and tools within my blog "FREE Sample Logic Puzzle - Show & Tellby Gifted Goodies and ResourcesIn
order to help your advanced learners reach their maximum potential, it is important to provide them with activities that require reasoning and logical thinking. Now, I have improved by...You can use one or all! Great sentence starters for ELLs. I like to photocopy thesePage 5Back to School Critical Thinking FREEBIE!by Shannon Bryant's Brain TrainI hope you and your students enjoy this FREE critical and creative
thinking resource from me! For even more from me, follow me on my blog and/or visit my TpT or Teachers Notebook stores at the addresses listed below. I have used this tool for both writing and math. Rosie had a picture of the table with names, but she lost the picture. The objective of this worksheet is for the children to recognize the beginning letter of each sight word and to also refresh on the color words. These
early Math thinking fun pages will help your students learn and practice such important skills as: comparing, matching, sorting, paying attention to details, providing reasoning, analyzing, and so many more. These themes are:1- Animals2- Fish3- Sea creatures 4- Insects 5- Butterflies 6- Birds7- Dinosaurs 8- Fruit9- Vegetables 10-Reflection Sheets for Individual Work- Portfoliosby Here are four different half-sheet
reflections for students to attach to their work and add to their portfolios. Box one is provided for students to record what students need to take out of their writing or math strategy. Even simplyLevel C Reading and Comprehension Free Sampleby Want short reading passages where your level C readers can practice decoding, using context clues, practice fluency by re-reading and answering simple comprehension
questions! This SAMPLE is a perfect example of what the LEVEL C comprehension bundle contains!30 PAGE BUNDLE CAN BE FOUND HEREI have found this so helpful with my level C learners to work through in guided reading and individually to work on re-reading (3 stars for them to practice independently keeping track of their progress) and 3Matching Shadows ﺗﻮﺻﻴﻞ اﻟﻈﻞby ﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﻄﻘﻴﺔ ﻋﻨﺪ اﻷﻃﻔﺎل ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل وﺻﻞ اﻟﻜﻞ ﻣﻊ ﻇﻠ ِﻪ
her figure out the dinner table seating chart so she can set the table!This puzzle is designed for:younger grades (1st ~ 5th)ESL/EFL studentsthose who need to practice logical/critical thinkingThe answer key is inMatching Shadowsby This "Matching Shadows" activity will help your kids' visual discrimination skills. There is also a more detailed version here: ***If you download this and like it - please rate! Thanks***
ENJOY!Character Cutiesby Character Cuties: A Fun Motivational Approach to Teaching Descriptive Writing, Character Analysis, Inferencing, and MORE.Students are introduced to 10 character cuties, each with special interests and hobbies. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Earth Dayby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape
Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Scholarships available!Follow
us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonSpace Word Sortby This space word sort can serve as acceleration for above level students that have already mastered sorting with predetermined categories. Download curriculum here and purchase the Circuit Craft Pack at Groups: Peer Editingby Stepping Stones ResourcesThis awesome partner tool is great for ensuring that students are being productive and
sharing constructive feedback with one another. If you have any questions or concerns about how to add your own sight words let me know :)End of Year Reflectionby At the end of the school year, this is a great way to collect some simple reflections from your students. ***Let me know how you and your students find my product, by leaving a comment and rating. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on
Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Flowersby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and
academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Garage Stuffby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our
other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. When contacting us, please specify which project you're working on.Great for STEM/STREAM.Reflection Sheets for the IB Learner Profileby Reflection is an important skill that the IB PYP
encourages in children. Each Friday I send home a homework packet and include this with it. A complete one-page solution sheet is also included.This Easy Sudoku Freebie Pack provides: 4 Fun Sudoku Puzzles with Answer Key (SinPage 10Steps to becoming a STEM Superheroby Teach your kids how to explore their skills with this super fun checklist! This worksheet will teach them how to hone their skills and to find
the STEM Superhero within them!Who are STEM Superheroes™?STEM Superheroes is dedicated to sharing the stories and careers of modern diverse women working in science, technology, engineering or math (STEM) through publications and interactive encounters. Thank you so much for your interest!AshleyLet's connect! Sharp in Second blogPinterestInstagramstem, stem planning, marble stem, marble maze,
paper plate stem, first grade stem, primary stem, second grade stem, third grade stem, fourth grade stem, stem activityPage 3Positive Self-Talk Worksheetby "I can and I will!" The thoughts that students believe have a direct impact on their behavior and learning. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Winter Holidayby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow
Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. You can
use this activities for early finishers, or if you are wanting to build these skills in your entire class, incorporate it weekly into your morning work! To purchase my Logic Puzzles PackeThis starter bundle introduces students to the world of Sudoku with fun and easy to learn 4 by 4 grid puzzles arranged in single or double per worksheet. Suitable for Australian classrooms, too. Here is a small sampling from Money
Smarts. Students can cut and glue the pictures onto the correct squares in the grid.Shadow Matching: Animal Clocksby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products &
services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. I learned... In a thought bubble above the head, is a space for what a student might want to know, or be thinking about, but not surePage 2Visit my blog to see how much fun we had with this STEM activity! This planning sheet was perfect for my first graders and they used
it to draw a blueprint of their mazes before they began building them. Although it is a great learning tool, we have developed an idea to extend their work to make it more than just a list. The sample also includes a pencil control worksheet with matching animals from the flashcards. It is designed to get students thinking about how the things we know, want to know, and have learned are connected. Designed to help
with early reading, writing and critical thinking skills.This simple story has 8 blanks to ﬁll in, with the words provided in a Word Box. Let’s Connect!→ Click the green start to follow our shop!→ Join our newsletter & get weekly free printables→ Join the Creative Change Connect Membership & get UNLIMITED monthly pPage 4Core Competencies Reﬂection Pages for Primaryby BC's new curriculum requires all
students to engage in practicing the core competencies of COMMUNICATION, CRITICAL THINKING, CREATIVE THINKING, POSITIVE PERSONAL and CULTURAL IDENTITY, PERSONAL AWARENESS and RESPONSIBILITY, and SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. Students also have the opportunity to identify parts of the text by identifying the Title, Author and Illustrator. If I could change one part I would...-This is my best
work! Here's why...-These pieces of work show how much I improved in .... Print an extra set of the pieces for the calling cards. If you are an Unlimited C|C Member - this printable is included in your membership. ☀ 10 pages and 10 diﬀerent types of tasks will make your practice diverse and engaging. The stories are easily accessible and motivating to primary grade children. Use these reﬂection pages for your
students to reflect on their competency skill following an activity. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Thanksgivingby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT
or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Designed to engage students with creativity and humor, all Mightier Minds activities, projects, and resources are aligned with CCSS standards and focused on fun, critical thinking,and problem-solving.Skeleton
Trouble includes 5 activities with a focus on reading, writing, logic, and ELA.Page 7This is a resource for motivating primary readers, including those learning English, by using story-based learning experiences. Moreover, much like the best-selling children’s book, Press Here, our book promotes fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination by encouraging your children to engage with the book as they read along. Use
Henry's Positive Self-Talk Worksheet to encourage students to become aware of their thoughts, what they mean and how to change negative thoughts into positive thoughts.Related Products:Henry's Homework HelperHenry's Tools For Good ListeningHenry's Tools Book Series & MusicFollow Me on TPT for product updates. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow
Matching: Halloweenby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all
ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Then, review and rate this product to receive TPT credits!Interested in lWeekly Reading Homework Log or SSR Logby Hi! I have used this weekly reading log with my third grade students for years. You can laminate these sheets and use them many times with markers or pens.This product contains of 17 sheets for matching and other 17 sheets with answer key.It
includes different themes. They will identify pattern start and end points (boundaries), or determine that a pattern does not exist. Themes covered include: identity, connection, self-awareness, goals, self-management, happiness, support system, relationship skills, problem-solving, physical awareness How this bundle will help your students:When students spend time reflePage 12Glitter Bear Learns About Shapes is a
printable shapes coloring book that can be read allowed before or after your child colors it. There are tons of classroom resources, back to school ideas, and enrichment ideas for you there, and I would also loNo-Prep Apple Tree Life Cycleby Need a thoughtful science lesson on the fly? This ready to print no prep free beginner's puzzle packet provides how-to-play instructions, fun easy-level puzzles to help spark up and
exercise brainpower for math, critical thinking, and problem solving skills. This ready to print no prep free beginner's puzzle packet provides how-to-play instructions, fun easy-level puzzles to help spark up and exercise brain strengthening math, critical thinking, and problem solving skills. Use for warm-ups or bell-ringers or even a mini-lesson challenge your students will love these and learn to flex those creative
muscles!May be teacher led in K-2, or used as a group activity, journaling, or individual work in Gifted or any class - a great way to get to know your students!Brick House Instructionsby These are clear instructions, using common LEGO elements, that therapists could use starting with a very simple design, with the ability to upgrade and downgrade as needed, creating building activities that can cater to people with
different diagnoses and abilities.Contact info@jbrick.com to purchase the LEGO pieces directly or you may use your own. Does it still apply to today's world? "Use each item in a sentence" is only one example of extending their Top Ten Lists. ﺑﺈﻣﻜﺎﻧﻚ ﺗﺠﻠﻴﺪﻫﻢ واﻟﻜﺘﺎﺑﺔ ﺑﻘﻠﻢ اﻟﺴﺒﻮرة ﻹﻋﺎدة اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﻬﻢ.This "Matching Shadows" activity will help your kids' visual discrimination skills. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Ins
facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching Farm Animals (Part 1)by Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and
academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. The pictures are cute and engaging. I also have reading bead necklaces for my students as a motivator for them to read (a list of this is included in the purchased package). Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching FULL PACKETby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow
Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. For even
more from me, follow me on my blog and/or visit my TpT or Teachers Notebook stores at the addresses listed below. Asking students to read larger texts and thePage 11This bundle of worksheets, best suited for students in Kindergarten, 1st grade, or 2nd grade, take students on a journey to find the one magic word that describes their heart’s favorite thing to do—a word that will help them connect to themselves and
others. This KWL chart can be used for any age of student that can read and write. I want you to notice that I... Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Mother & Childby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a
minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. you can get it now for freeWeekly Freebie #135 is a fill-in-the-Blank Thanksgiving Story for Grades 1-2. It has all the shapes needed for kindergarten: Circle,
Square, Triangle, Diamond, Rectangle, Oval, Star, and Heart. At the end of lesson or unit students write a connection they made between new learning and previous learning(connect). Reflection is the key to core competency acquirement. There are tons of classroom resources for you there, and I would also love for you to join me on facebook! I love teaching, and I love encouraging kids to be not just learners, but also
thinkers! I hope this enrichment writing shape book is one you can use now and in the future!Fire Safetyby A worksheet for students to fill in the blank spaces in the labels to identify what part of the body is being protected by a fireman's suit. Led by author and educator Erin Twamley, the resources aim to address this challenge: the STEM movementFree sudoku for adults and childrenby New Education For
Students16 Sudoku puzzles arranged in 4 different worksheets. You can laminate these sheets and use them many times with markers or pens.This product contains of 17 sheets for matching and other 17 sheets with answer key.ﻋﻨﺎوﻳﻦWhat is a pattern?by This is the first in the Pattern series, which comprehensively investigates a key element of mathematics and forms a robust introduction to Coding. At first I... They
will have to use trial-and-error, problem solving, critical thinking, and some spatial awareness to solve this puzzle. This log can also be used during SSR or DEAR time while in class toStory Mapby Loving Little Learners LLLThis easy print and go Story Element Map will allow students to retell the story from their perspective. This no-prep unit has nine apple tree life cycle worksheets. Scholarships available!Follow us
@lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Treesby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual
tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Enjoy!****Subjects:Create Your Own Halloween Bingo Activityby Create your own Halloween bingo game! Color and cut out each piece and then glue them onto your board. Maybe the problem is that many students have difficulty understanding what they read at the sentence level which in turn makes
understanding the larger text even harder. Scholarships available!Follow us @lyonslearning on Instagram & facebookwww.LyonShadow Matching: Sportsby Lyons Learning ActivitiesShadow Matching and Shape Recognition Game Printable for Classroom, Homeschool, After School Programs, etc.Thank you for your time today! Please take a minute to check out our other activities on TPT or possibly our website with a
full range of learning products & services.Lyons Learning also offers virtual tutoring and academic support for students of all ages. Please have your students contact us if needed. Students are also asked to draw a picture to illustrate their story.Designed for Grades 1 & 2; supports common core RF.1.4a, RF.2.4a, W.1.3, W.2.3.This resource is based onAnimal Mazes For Kids Ages 3 to 5by Maze puzzles are great for
enhancing many parts of the brain, they help in quick decision making, finding errors faster, and increased intuition level.this activity books where your child can have fun, learn and automatically increase their intelligence , your kid can have the experience of a coloring book with cute animals and an activity book with maze puzzles in same time .So what are you waiting for? It's a fabulous way to see who is reading,
to assess comprehension, and holds students accountable for their work. These ideas can be put on a poster to hangPage 14This is a resource for motivating primary readers, including those learning English, by using story-based learning experiences. Enjoy!USA Patriotic Critical Thinkingby Shannon Bryant's Brain TrainI hope you and your students enjoy this FREE critical and creative thinking resource from me! For
even more from me, follow me on my blog and/or visit my TpT or Teachers Notebook stores at the addresses listed below.
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